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In this paper, a theoretical model is proposed to investigate the centrifugal fans’ transient
behaviour in response to sudden imposed changes in pressure or flow rate. We are especially
interested in the dissipative or creative energy transient behaviour of the fans located in
actual aeraulic networks.
The model is based on the global modelisation of the motor and resistant torques (due to

pressure and viscosity actions on the blades) which are present on the rotor and by their
coupling with its inertia.
The model is then validated by experimental measurements which show its validity. In the

case of the tested fan, the instantaneous characteristics (in particular the flow rate and
rotation speed) have been correctly predicted by the model, with regard to time as well as
amplitudes, provided the flow is not reversed.
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INTRODUCTION

The theoretical determination of the transient
behaviour of fans subjected to instantaneous varia-
tions in high static pressure or flow rate is quite
difficult due to the fan’s constant time, related to
the inertia of its rotor, which is usually greater than
the constant establishment time of the change of
pressure or flow rate. The result of this mechanical
inertia is that the rotation speed of the rotor does
not adapt instantaneously to the flow, and that the
fan dissipates or creates more flow energy than it

usually supplies. The use of the pressure-flow rate
characteristics given by manufacturers for the
steady state is then no longer possible.
We establish a theoretical model which takes into

account the inertia of the fan’s rotating parts from
the fundamental dynamic relations applied to the
rotating system. The motor and resistant torques
on the blades associated with pressure effects and
friction losses are written assuming quasi-
stationary state for the fluid flow.

In order to calculate the transient behaviour of
the fan, it is considered when operating in an
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aeraulic system, at a stable working point. It is then
subjected to instantaneous changes of pressure or

flow rate conditions. From the numerical resolution
ofthe system composed ofthe fan and pipe unsteady
behaviour equations, it is possible to obtain the
instantaneous characteristics of the fan.
The experimental rig consists of a transient pres-

sure generator connected to a duct containing a fan.
The latter is associated to head losses in such a way
as to obtain a stable working point. The pressure
wave generator designed and constructed at the
laboratory, allows the generation of pressure drops
like Heaviside steps at the end of the pipe. Instanta-
neous pressure and rotation speed sensors and a hot
wire anemometer are used to measure all the tran-
sient characteristics of the fan. The experimental
results show that the theoretical model is quite
accurate if the flow rate does not reverse.

THEORETICAL MODEL

Dynamic Equation

The instantaneous effects of variations of mean
flow rate on the fan, considering its inertia, are

given from the application of the fundamental
dynamic relation applied to the rotating system:

-0-7- Crn(f)+ CR(Q,f) (1)

where f is the rotor rotation speed, Q the volumic
flow rate and J the inertia of the total rotating mass.
Cm(2) is the motor torque and Ca(Q, f) refers to
the total resistant torques opposed to the rotor due
to pressure and viscosity actions on the blades, as

expressed by Mariaux (1995).

Motor Torque

The motor torque depends only on the rotation
speed of the rotor f. The most reliable representa-
tion of the instantaneous motor torque comes

from the interpolation of the torque rotation-
speed characteristic of the electric motor given
by manufacturers.

FIGURE Composition of the fan impeller velocities (rela-
tive velocity w, training velocity u and absolute velocity c).

Resistant Torque and Differential
Pressure Generated

The resistant torque depends on the instantaneous
flow rate (2 and on the rotation speed f. The re-

sistant torque Ca(O, f) is defined by considering a

succession of quasi-stationary states. In the case of
the centrifugal fan, the resistant torque and the
generated impeller pressure may be obtained from
the application of the integral theorem of the
moment of momentum over the volume enclosed
by the blades, as shown by Comolet (1976) and
Sdille (1973) (see Fig. 1).

Theoretical torque and pressure generated
In the case of air, gravity and unsteady effects due
to fluid inertia can be neglected in relation to pres-
sure effects and change of the moment of momen-
tum as the control volume of the fan is very small.
Therefore, the rotor torque due to pressure and
viscosity on blades can easily be expressed by
means of the distance r from the running point to
the rotor axis and impeller velocities at the same
point. The relative velocity of the fluid with
regard to the impeller is w, the training velocity
due to the impeller rotation at the velocity f is u,
and the absolute velocity is c. The resistant torque

Ca is then obtained from the projection of the
theorem of momentum on the fan rotation axis

(x) and expressed by the the total flow rate Q,
the radius R and the projection of the absolute
velocity on the orthoradial axis at impeller inlet

Cul and outlet cu2 which are assumed constant on

S and $2 area. Its expression is described by
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Dick and Ammi (1991) as

CR -poQ(R2cu2 R1Cul)

where

Cu2 H2 Cm2 cotan

with

u2 Rzf and Cm2 Q/(2rcR2bz’r2),

b2 being the depth of the blades extremities and 7-2

an obstruction factor which takes into account the
number of blades (n), their thickness (e) and their
orientation. Since there is no cause of prerotation
of the fluid in front of the blades, we have: cu O.
Applying the kinetic energy theorem to the

smallest control volume enclosing the fan and neg-
lecting impeller losses and unsteady effects due to
fluid inertia, the whole power developed by the
resistant torque at velocity is released to the fluid
and can be expressed as

Pf CR-- -poQ((R2Q)Cu2) -ApthQ (2)

where Apth is the theoretical differential pressure
that could be obtained if there were effectively no

losses.

Correction of velocities
Comolet (1976) shows that, as a result of the finite
number of blades (n) and due to Coriolis and centri-
fugal training strength, streamlines at the outlet of
the impeller have a direction noticeably different
from the one theoretically imposed by the blades
(about 5 to 10). As described by Dick and Ammi
(1991) and Wiesner (1967), theoretical torque and
pressure drop are then slightly altered. The deter-
mination of the corrected (’) impeller characteris-
tics needs the introduction of a slipping factor
or velocity (Cg) relative to training velocity u, which
allows speed deflection to be taken into account.
They are defined as follow:

Cg Cu2-- Cu2

and

cr- (u2- Cg)/U2 --(Cu2 q-Cm2/tan02)/u2.

These two expressions were deduced from approxi-
mations of flow channel (enclosed by the blades)
calculations taking into account the Coriolis and
centrifugal driving strength:

c7 (sin/2) 1/2/r10.7.

Pressure losses
It is necessary to take into account the pressure
losses associated with the flow through different
parts of the fan: inlet, impeller, volute and dif-
fusor. As described by Dick and Ammi (1991),
these losses are related to viscous friction, singular
head losses, or mismatching losses (shock) due to

sudden changes of the moment of momentum
which appear when the fan is not operating at its
best efficiency point. These pressure losses have to
be subtracted from the theoretical one expressed
by Eq. (2) to obtain the effective power released
to the fluid.

Pressure losses due to viscous friction are cal-
culated as pipe friction and expressed as a frac-
tion of the kinetic energy based on the flow rate Q.
These pressure losses occur especially in the volute.
Singular head losses occur in the fan inlet, upstream
collision between flow and blades, and come from
deflection between inlet fan flow and inlet impeller
flow. They depend on the inlet geometry and its

position with regard to the impeller. They are ex-

pressed as a fraction ofthe inlet kinetic energy based
on the flow rate Q.
Mismatching losses arise firstly from the collision

of the inlet flow when it encounters the impeller
blades and secondly from the collision of outlet im-
peller flow and volute flow. They can be expressed
as a fraction of the kinetic energy calculated from
the tangential velocity component, respectively at
the inlet (cu) and at the outlet (cu2) of the impeller.
These shock losses appear since operating condi-
tions are different from those for which the fan was
designed.

In the case of very low flow rate, the problems of
representation of different phenomena are more

complex due to two phenomena. The first one being
that there is a flow circulation between each channel
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due to excess pressure on the fore-part of the blades
and low pressure on the back. Secondly, there is a

leakage flow rate between the casing and the
impeller. Therefore, the present theory is invalid
when these two phenomena are predominant with
regard to flow rate Q, that is to say, for very low
flow rates.

Application and Resolution

Let us now define the relation which gives the
instantaneous speed of rotation of the fan resulting
from flow rate variations. In order to investigate the
dynamic response of the fan to sudden changes of
pressure or flow rate, we have to consider the fan
operating in a real aeraulic network, including head
losses (see Fig. 2).

Applying the kinetic energy theorem to the
domain defined by the above aeraulic network
yields

OQ(t) S [Pf(Q(t), (t))Ot po- Q() +pr(t) -pa(t)

2
po IQ(t)lQ(t) (3)

where Pf is the power supplied to the fluid by the
fan and the last term represents the dissipated power.
The dynamic behaviour of the fan may then be

obtained from the first order differential system of
Eqs. (1) and (3). The unknown values are the volu-
metric flow rate through the impeller (or the
aeraulic circuit) and its speed of rotation, while
time is variable. The system of equations is solved
using the numerical Runge-Kutta method.

Centrifugal fan

Pr
Pipe - S

Pa

Vr 0 Va 0
Singularity

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP

The experimental set-up designed by Mariaux

(1995) is described in Fig. 2 and consists essentially
of a centrifugal fan located in a pipe and loaded
by a diaphragm in such a way that the working
point has the same value as in simulations (see
Fig. 3). The transient pressure generator, of very
simple principle, is connected to the pipe inlet to
generate pressure drops pr(t). It consists of a large
tank set at the required pressure by a fan and
rapidly brought into contact with the pipe extrem-
ity by opening a valve driven by an actuator. It is
then possible to change pressure drop intensity and
establishment time. Two pressure piezzo-electric
sensors are located just upstream and downstream
of the fan (CP_I and CP_2). A hot wire anemom-
eter (FC) measures flow velocity in the pipe while a

tachometer measures the impeller rotational speed
of the fan. The flow velocity allows the evaluation
of the instantaneous flow rate.

COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Static Results

Prior to any numerical simulation of the fan’s
transient behaviour, the model was first verified
for its static characteristics. Therefore, by using this
model, we can calculate the static characteristics

(total differential pressure/flow rate and rotation
speed/flow rate) ofthe fan which are then compared
to experimental data points (see Figs. 4 and 5).
The theoretical and experimental pressures are

in good harmony for most of the flow rate values.

Transient
pressure pr(t)
generator

FC
Tachometer

_1_ Diaphragm

CP CP 2

Centrifugal fan

L -FIGURE 2 Aeraulic circuit enclosing the centrifugal fan. FIGURE 3 Simplified diagram of the experimental set-up.
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FIGURE 4 Comparison of the theoretical and experimental
differential pressures generated by the fan in terms of flow
rate and in steady state.

FIGURE 6 Temporal evolution of pressure pr(t) imposed at
the pipe extremity.

Evolution ofrotation speed in terms of flow-rate
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time (s)FIGURE 5 Comparison of the theoretical and experimental
fan impeller rotation speeds in terms of flow rate and in steady
state. FIGURE 7 Temporal comparison of the theoretical and ex-

perimental volumetric flow rates in the pipe (or the fan) when
it is subject to the pressure change pr(t).

For flow rates between 200 and 300 m3/h, the fan
operates at its best efficiency point and hence the
estimation given by the model is very accurate.
Due to the appearance ofthe recirculation phenom-
enon of the fluid into the impeller, the model loses
a part of its validity for low flow rates. For high
flow rates, singular and friction losses are probably
over-estimated. For the range from 75 to 200 m3/h,
the pressure losses due to the shocks on the blades
and in the volute are prevalent and probably not
very well represented.
The theoretical and experimental rotational

speeds are in very good harmony and present a
linear evolution in terms of flow rate. These last
results show that the resistant torque Ca is correctly
represented by the model.

Dynamic Response

The fan is positioned in such a way that an increase
of the pressure pr(t) induces an increase of the flow
rate. The pressure evolves as a pressure drop of
intensity 3500 Pa, characterized by a temporal varia-
tion rate reaching 10000 Pa/s (see Fig. 6). Consi-
dering the functioning mode of the pressure wave
generator and the flow rates involved, the pressure
pr(t) continues to evolve after the front wave.

Instantaneous volumetric flow rate

Figure 7 shows that the evolutions of the flow
rate obtained from the model and experiments
are entirely superimposable. In other words, the
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intensity variations and the constant time of the
flow rate establishment are well represented.

Instantaneous rotation speed of the impeller
The remark about flow rate applies equally to the
behaviour of impeller rotation speed, which is
the same for theory and experiments, which can
be seen in Fig. 8.

Instantaneous pressure generated
On the other hand, the comparison of the evolu-
tions of the pressure generated by the fan provided
by theory and experiments is less precise than that
for the flow rate and rotation speed since the dif-
ference reaches 130 Pa which represents a relative
difference of 13% (Fig. 9). This can be explained

by the fact that the increase of the flow rate leads
to an under-estimation of the pressure generated
by the fan, in the case of the model. This result con-
forms with the static characteristics of the fan for
which the pressure obtained from the model is
under-evaluated compared to the experimental
value obtained for high flow rates.
Note that the model is able to represent with

accuracy the transient fan behaviour characterized
by instantaneous flow rate, rotation speed and
generated pressure even if the pipe is subjected to

rapid variation of boundary conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

Temporal evolution of impeller rotation speed
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FIGURE 8 Temporal comparison of the theoretical and ex-
perimental impeller rotation speeds of the fan when the pipe
is subject to the pressure change pr(t).

Temporal evolution ofpressure generated by
the fan
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FIGURE 9 Temporal comparison of the theoretical and ex-
perimental pressure generated by the fan when the pipe is
subject to the pressure change pr(t).

In this paper we have established a theoretical
model to simulate the dynamic behaviour of a cen-

trifugal fan in a real aeraulic network in response to

instantaneous changes of flow rate. This model is
based on the overall modelisation of the torques
which are present on the rotor and by their coupling
with its inertia. An experimental study shows that
our simulation is quite accurate if the flow does
not reverse in the pipe. The validated model pre-
sented is very interesting in order to study the
dynamic behaviour of aeraulic networks including
centrifugal fans.
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NOMENCLATURE

hi ,2

c

Depth of blades at impeller inlet and
outlet (m)

Absolute velocity (m/s)
Slipping velocity (m/s)
Motor torque (N m)
Resistant torque (N m)
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Cu1,2

el ,2

J

pa

Pf
pF

Q
R1,2
S

H1,2

Projection of absolute velocity on
orthoradial axis at impeller inlet and
outlet (m)

Thickness of blades at impeller inlet
and outlet (m)
Rotor inertia (kg m2)
Number of blades

Ambient pressure (Pa)
Power supplied to the fluid (W)
Imposed pressure (Pa)
Volumetric flow rate (m3/s)
Radius at impeller inlet and outlet (m)
Duct area (m2)
Time (s)
Training velocity at impeller inlet
and outlet (m/s)

Relative velocity of the fluid with regard
to the impeller (m/s)

Impeller rotation speed (tad/s)
Angle of blades with regard to training
velocity at impeller inlet and outlet (rad)

Do
71,2

/Pth

Density (kg/m3)
Obstruction factor at impeller inlet
and outlet (rad)
Head losses coefficient of the duct
singularity

Slipping factor
Theoretical differential pressure (Pa)
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